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Tributes to Britain on the occasion of the anniversary
of the Battle of Britain come today from the Foreign Press

now published in London:-

YUGOSLAVIA

M. Yevtich in the Yugo-Slav newspaper published in London says: "Two years ago
I was in London. The Battle of Britain was in full swing. People seeking shelter

looked tired, but none seemed afraid. Many had lost their homes and all their

belongings. Everybody was aware that a decisive battle was being fought for free-

dom, for civilisation, against the onslaught of brute force. I talked to men,
women and children. There was not despondency, but rather mutual compassion.
Everybody was convinced of the ultimate defeat of the enemy. And it was defeat.

Hundreds of German bombers never returned to their bases. The tide of the invaders

was stopped.

"The mastery of the air was won by the indescribable courage of the British

fighter pilots and the stoic attitude of the people. It was the beginning of the

end of German invincibility."

NOWAY

Norsk Tidend, the Norwegian paper published in Britain states that immense forces

were assembled two years ago on the other side of the channel, but thanks to the

victory of the British Air Force in the Battle of Britain this invasion armada never

put to sea.

The newspaper adds: "There are people who maintain that, in hot attempting in-

vasion in 1940, Hitler lost his only chance of winning the war. That is as may be;
we can only say that, after Goering’s Luftwaffe had suffered ouch a defeat, Hitler

dared not take the plunge.

"The air battle reached its highest point of intensity on 13th September, when

the Germans lost 185 planes and, in effect, the Battle of Britain. It was this

defeat of the Luftwaffe which forced Hitler to give up his invasion plans, because

he feared the power of the British Navy and could not risk a landing in Britain with-

out first having air superiority.

”We shall, therefore, commemorate the 15th of September - the second anniversary

of the Battle of Britain - as the great turning point in the gigantic struggle in

which the whole world is now engaged."

POLAND

Polska Walczaca, polish daily published in London, says: "This date was the

turning point in the history of this war and one of the decisive dates of the history

of mankind. Had Hitler succeeded two years ago in becoming master of the British

skies, invasion would have flooded Britain just as it did Poland and France. Not

only the fate of Britain, but also that of Europe and perhaps all mankind would have

been settled for scores of years.

"Two years ago on September 15, 1940, Hitler made his decisive attack on England.

This attack was repelled with colossal losses for the enemy. On that day the

Luftwaffe lost 185 machines - of this number were 14 shot down by Poles and the name

of Squadron 303 was written in golden letters in the book of Polish-British co-

operation.

"The Battle of Britain did not end on this date. Only its character changed.
Unable to conquer Britain in daylight in open fight. Hitler attempted to do it under

cover of darkness. The long period of German night raids on British cities formed

the second stage of the Battle of Britain, when the aim was no longer armed invasion

but moral invasion - the invasion of fear and doubt. Hitler lost this second battle

too.

"If it were not for the results of these two battles, darkness would today engulf

Europe and the world.”

/GREECE
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GREECE

Hellas, the Greek paper published in London, says: "The date of 15th September
ranks as a glorious anniversary in the Battleof Britain. The day is inscribed for

over in golden letters in the annals of the R.A.F. It is the day of the great
Luftwaffe raid upon London, the raid by which the Maids believed they would be able

to destroy the citadel in which Liberty itself had taken refuge, hoping thereby to

quench the beacon which shone over a Europe ablaze and dazzled by German victories

- the beacon of hope.

"The consequence of this British victory of indomitable courage were immense.

The unconquerable citadel stood erect as the symbol of freedom and resistance.

It gave time to the free peoples to regain their self-control and recover from the

stup or of the moment. It prepared the world for its rising-in-arms for the defence

of their liberties and civilisation."

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Czechoslovak today in an editorial says: "On 15th Se ptember the Germans lost

185 planes. The Luftwaffe tried to destroy the British Air Force, they straddled

British airfields with bombs
9 they attacked towns and finally they undertook the

terrible concentrated attack upon London. But the German offensive failed ...

"Then followed for Great Britain and her heroic people winter of night air

attacks, a winter of p articular suffering. But the British people never lost

their self-confidence and knew that they could standup to all dangers and

suffering. That was the most critical period of the war in which, after the defeat

of France and her smaller Allies, Great Britain faced the superior German and

Italian forces alone."

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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